Community Policing
2020 Annual Report

Executive Summary
The safety of Baltimore’s neighborhoods and the effectiveness of the Baltimore Police Department
(BPD) demand an approach to policing that earns community trust and addresses community
concerns. This approach to Community Policing includes engaging with community members
through positive interactions that are both formal and informal, daily problem-solving, and problemoriented policing. In 2020, the Baltimore Police Department continued its efforts to engage with its
communities through events, programs, interactions and virtual meetings. All of this was done
in a concerted way to continue to build trust, better communicate with residents and
to reinforce our goal of becoming a community-oriented police department. The
department understands that community engagement works best when it is
consistent, authentic and intentional. We hope to continue to have positive
interactions with the community that lead to increased trust and an increase
in formal partnerships that lead to problem solving.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Department had to be creative and
strategic in how it engaged with residents this past year. Past community
engagement programs such as the B.O.L.O. Flag Football League; BPD
Commissioner’s Summer Basketball League; or the BPD Bridge Program
Collaborative were put on hold this year. Where feasible the department
adapted to help address needs in the community. This included assisting with
food deliveries, food distribution, COVID education, PPE Distribution, etc. In
the pages to follow, you will see a snapshot of the thoughtful and creative ways
in which each District Commander worked to connect in meaningful ways with their
residents. Each district worked with community partners to distribute supplies, food, Halloween
candy, coats and Christmas presents. 2020 was a unique year that challenged everyone.
This is a report of BPD’s community policing efforts, both overall and in each
district; and BPD’s general outreach efforts to the community, including
any community policing/engagement deficiencies identified and plans
for improvement. We are proud of the ways in which our members
connected with our residents and we look forward to growing this
collaboration in the future. BPD has created a solid foundation, as
demonstrated in this report, which will continue to be built upon
in collaboration with the communities we serve.
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Key Definitions
Community: people living and/or working in a particular area, as
well as people who share formal and informal interests and
characteristics that bring them together. This includes but is
not limited to geographies, activities, ideals, languages, and
norms
Community Outreach: methods in providing awareness,
education, information, to the community, particularly
around public safety, crime trends, and crime
prevention
Community Policing: a philosophy emphasizing
community involvement in crime prevention
efforts through three core components: Community
partnerships, organizational transformation and problem
solving 1
Consent Decree: a court enforceable agreement to resolve
the Department of Justice’s findings that the Baltimore City
Police Department (BPD) had engaged in a pattern and practice of
conduct that violates the First, Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendments
to the United States Constitution, and certain provisions of federal
statutory law
Consent Decree Implementation Unit (CDIU): an interdisciplinary unit that facilitates the
implementation of the Consent Decree. CDIU coordinates BPD’s compliance and implementation
activities, and facilitates the provision of data, document, records and materials between the
Baltimore Police Department, the Department of Justice, and the Monitoring Team
Neighborhood Coordination Officer (NCO): serve a community policing specialists with the districts.
Their duties include leading community outreach efforts, coordinating the Department’s resources
with other city agencies, direct problem solving and contributing to criminal investigations
Neighborhood Policing Plans (NPP): Pilot crime and public safety plans co-developed by BPD and
community members to identify and address public safety priorities at the neighborhood level.
Problem solving: the process that uses police and community members’ expertise to identify and
understand the underlying issues that create crime and disorder, to analyze the causes, to develop
and implement solutions, and to assess the results.
1 Skogan, W. G. (2006). The promise of community policing. In D. L. Weisburd & A. A. Braga (Eds.), Police innovation: Contrasting perspectives.
New York: Cambridge University Press.
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Section 1: Community Collaboration in
Transforming BPD
The Baltimore Police Department expanded the ways in which we inform, consult and partner with
members of the public on the implementation of Consent Decree reforms.

Community Information
Outreach Meetings in Each Police District: In 2020, the Consent Decree Implementation Unit
(CDIU) has proactively informed the public of reform updates through both in-person and virtual
meetings across all nine police districts. During these public meetings, CDIU briefed members of the
public around requirements of the Consent Decree and the progress of meeting the requirements
of the agreement. CDIU also addressed areas of community concern around the implementation
of the Consent Decree. Per the Consent Decree, meetings also include public education around
an individual’s rights and responsibilities during a police encounter. These meetings were
arranged by request from community organizations, through solicitation from sworn officers,
and/ or Commanders within the district or from outreach efforts by staff at the Consent Decree
Implementation Unit. Key actions taken out of lessons learned from briefings this year include:
• Focusing presentations around areas of the Consent Decree of most interest to community
members such as training progress updates on EPIC (Ethical Policing is Courageous) and
progress on Stops Searches and Arrests training
• Providing clarity on how the Consent Decree addresses crime and disorder challenges in the
community
• Collaborating with trusted institutions, neighborhood organizations, and city agencies to
spread information and increase participation in the reform process
Here is a listing of CDIU briefings in 2020:
Date
6/17/2020
8/13/2020
10/15/2020
10/19/2020
10/27/2020
10/28/2020
11/11/2020
11/12/2020
11/25/2020
12/1/2020
12/8/2020

Location/Host
Greater Remington Improvement Association
City Center Residents Association
Community Relations Council Meeting
Youth Interactions Public Comment Workshop
Community Relations Council Meeting
South Baltimore Leadership Council
Hollins Roundhouse Neighborhood Association
A Conversation with Bill Joyner, Equity Officer, BPD
Southwest Baltimore Public Safety
Consent Decree 101
Consent Decree Reform Update

District
Northern
Central
Western
Various
Southwest
Southern
Southern
Various
Southwest
Various
Western/Central

# of Attendees
42
10
30
55
27
30
22
20
7
65
15
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Community Consultation
Solicitation of Public Comment: CDIU has posted draft policy and training materials to the
Transparency section of the website for review by members of the public. As part of our continued
reform efforts under the Consent Decree, we are revising our policies to ensure they reflect that
values of members of the public as well as fair and constitutional policing practices. In order to
ensure public participation, draft materials are posted twice to our website during comment periods.
Members of the public are able to review draft materials as they are being revised and provide
feedback. All comments from the public are reviewed by the Department and many lead to changes
in policy and/or draft training materials. For example, BPD received substantial comment from
members of the public on Policy 1002 - Securing & Interviewing Witnesses and as a result included
specific language around officers receiving the consent of the youth’s parent or guardian before
proceeding with the interview, advising the individual that they have the right to refuse or withdraw
consent to search at any time, and directives to not conduct an off-site interview until the parent,
guardian or other supportive adult is present when interviewing youth.
Policy 1202 – Youth Interactions Public Comment Workshop
In collaboration with the Mayor’s Office, the Baltimore Police Department held a Public Comment
Workshop on Monday October 19th of 2020 to solicit feedback on Policy 1202 - Interactions with
Youth. Over fifty community members representing youth justice advocacy organizations attended.
The event was also attended by youth leaders from organizations such the St. Francis Neighborhood
Center, No Boundaries Coalition, and The Choice Program to name a few. Attendees provided
detailed and insightful feedback on both the first and second draft of the policy. BPD plans on both
organizing and participating in an increased number of affirmative and proactive feedback sessions
with members of the public in 2021.

Community Partnerships
Community Training Review Committee (CTRC)
The Department is redesigning training curriculum and instruction delivery to improve training
and professional development. As part of this effort, the BPD established the Community Training
Review Committee in 2019. BPD recruited one member from each district after receiving applications
from the general public. Members of the committee review training materials and provide input
and suggestions to strengthen the curriculum and instruction. In addition to their review, CTRC
members participate in pilot training classes. Feedback from the community is essential to helping
the Department provide training that aligns with the Department’s mission and policies as well as
community expectations.
The CTRC met once in 2020, holding a virtual meeting on August 26th. The group provided feedback
for our EPIC (Ethical Policing Is Courageous) training. The group suggested recognizing officers for
their intervention, a suggestion that was adopted by BPD. The CTRC also provided feedback on the
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EPIC pledge, pin and the banner that officers signed after attending the training.
Community Policing Training Community Collaboration
BPD invited and recruited community collaborators, communitybased advocates, and community organizations to participate in
the development and implementation of the Community Policing
Training. BPD attended numerous neighborhood association
meetings, liaised with city agencies, contacted community based
organizations and special interest groups to create teams of
collaborators to help guide and support the development process.
In total, over thirty collaborators met over the course of the closing
months of 2020 and will continue to do so through the delivery of
the Community Policing training in 2021. Collaborators co-wrote many
of the training modules and provided recommendations including but
not limited to:
• Expanding the discussion regarding the state of public trust between the community and the
BPD
• Addressing Baltimore’s history and culture through the explicit lens of the role of police in
enforcing racism
• Including co-facilitators in the implementation of the training with lived experiences as
marginalized community members
• Including and improving upon community participation in the evaluation of the training
The Department began working with the US Department of Justice and the Consent Decree
Monitoring Team on the collaborative development process on June 1, 2020. The training, which is
set to be delivered in 2021, will be an annual, eight-hour, in-service experience for all BPD members.
Community Policing Training Collaboration consists of four teams. Each group has met over a dozen
times on a bi-weekly basis beginning in September and continuing through the beginning of 2021

•

The Core Team, who coordinate the work of community stakeholders’ involvement in the
development, implementation and evaluation of the BPD Community Policing Training
o Chair: Dr. Danielle Kushner

•

The Development Team, who lead the research and drafting of the training’s curriculum in
coordination with the Education and Training Academy.
o Chair: Linda Keely

•

The Implementation Team, who lead community participation in the delivery of the
Community Policing training
o Chair: Khai Overton
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•

The Evaluation Team, who lead the development and implementation of a plan to measure
and report the outputs and outcomes of the Community Policing Training
o Chair: Dr. Elias Nader

Collaborative Planning and Implementation Committee (CPIC)
BPD’s work related to behavioral health/crisis interactions occurs through CPIC which is facilitated by
Behavioral Health Systems Baltimore. CPIC is comprised of local providers, hospital administrators,
grassroots organizations, and advocates including but not limited to Baltimore Crisis Response,
Associated Catholic Charities Disability Rights Maryland, Behavioral Health Systems Baltimore and
more. CPIC offers technical assistance and commentary on the BPD’s policy and training materials.
As required under the Consent Decree, the City, through a third-party vendor, conducted a Gaps
Analysis of the city’s behavioral health system that described the city’s current resources and needs
as well as provided recommendations for the City to better connect current and develop new crisis
response systems. The CPIC is evaluating the recommendations and – under the fourth year work
plan – is systematizing an approach to implementing the recommendations, all with the goal of
limiting law enforcement involvement in behavioral health and crisis events and improving outcomes
for all involved.
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Section 2: Community Policing Philosophy
in Policy
The Community Policing Plan calls on BPD to revise policies to incorporate Community Policing
principles and national best practices. In 2020, BPD revised policies pertaining to fair and impartial
policing; youth interactions; and related reform topics. Below are highlighted policies
that were written and/or revised to reflect our Community Policing framework
in 2020. These policies become activated after training, which further
emphasizes community policing principles.

Policy 325 - Procedural Justice in
Interactions
BPD developed Policy 325 - Procedural Justice in Interactions
and posted it in its draft form on September 14th 2020 for public
comment. Procedural Justice refers to the perception of fairness in
an encounter with police and is achieved by treating all persons with
dignity and respect, giving persons a voice during encounters, being
impartial in decision making, and conveying trustworthy motives. Conduct
that conforms to these principles has the potential to build community trust
and confidence in the police and foster the community’s willingness to cooperate
with police to advance shared public safety goals.
Pursuant to policy, amongst other directives, all members shall:
• Treat all persons with the courtesy and dignity that is deserving of every person
• Act, speak, and conduct themselves in a professional manner
• Explain to the person, as soon as possible, the reason for the contact
• Answer any questions the person may have
• Ensure that the purpose of reasonable delays is explained to the stopped person
The policy was activated in March of 2021 and additional training will occur from May through
August of that same year.

Policy 1018 - Lesser Offenses and Alternatives to Arrest
Policy 1018 - Lesser Offenses and Alternatives to Arrest was posted in its draft form on November
18, 2020, for public comment. Lesser Offenses involve infractions of statutes and ordinances in
the Baltimore City Code and the Maryland Annotated Code. This Policy provides guidance on the
department’s philosophy governing enforcement action for certain Lesser Offenses where members
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have enforcement discretion. Members must enforce laws in a fair, impartial, and ethical manner in
order to build trust and police legitimacy, and to address concerns raised by community members
about these offenses. Where effective in resolving the violation in accordance with law and policy,
problem-solving such as a verbal warning is generally preferable to a citation, and a citation is
generally preferable to an arrest as arrest is a last resort.
Training on this policy will occur from May through August of 2021 and the policy will be activated
later that same year.

Policy 1202 - Interactions with Youth
Policy 1202 - Interactions with Youth centers around upholding the Constitutional and statutory
rights of youth during contacts with law enforcement, recognize that youth are developmentally
different from adults and therefore require the use of special approaches during voluntary contacts,
investigative stops, searches, and custodial contacts. The policy also requires officers use their
discretion to promote positive outcomes for youth offenders when reasonable alternatives that
divert youth away from the juvenile justice system exist.
Training on this policy will occur in quarter one and quarter two of 2022 and the policy will be
activated later that same year.
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Section 3: Community Engagement Efforts
In this section of the report, you will find a description of BPD’s community engagement efforts in
each district and BPD’s general outreach efforts to the community. These engagements are done
to increase the number of positive interactions between the community and BPD, to proactively
hear and respond to crime and disorder challenges, to establish relationships that lead to problem
solving, and to reaffirm BPD’s place in the overall framework of public social supports available to
community members. BPD hopes to improve data tracking mechanisms in order to meaningfully
explain community engagement and policing efforts as well as describe their implementation and
effectiveness. We have made forward progress towards the goal of data tracking goal. In 2020, the
department added community engagement and community policing activities to the Community
Policing computer aided dispatch (CAD) system as a tracking element for officers on a call. Officers
will be trained to track these activities in 2021 and there will be future data due to these new
technology enhancements. BPD hopes to provide a more comprehensive discussion of community
engagement and policing efforts in each district in future iterations of this report.

NORTHWESTERN DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS:
40+
Virtual
Meetings

NW
neighborhood
clean up

Kindertime
Toy Drive

Community Partnerships
In an effort to continuously engage with its residents, the Northwestern District participated in
over 40 community meetings held over Zoom to provide information and insight on crime and
other happenings within the district. They also engaged in various community-led events and fully
participated in many efforts designed to meet the needs of our most vulnerable residents of the
District. For instance, while observing COVID safety protocols they participated in and assisted with:
weekly food giveaways at Langston Hughes Elementary School; neighborhood prayer walks; a Black
Lives Matter parade; National Night Out; Trunk or Treat events; they distributed Thanksgiving food
baskets to residents; Shop with a Cop; toy drives and giveaways.
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CENTRAL DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS:
25+
Virtual
Meetings

YMCA
Food
Giveaway

McCulloh
Homes
Toy Drive

Community Partnerships
In an effort to continuously engage with its residents, the Central District participated in over 25
community meetings held over Zoom to meet with residents and respond to questions and concerns
related to public safety and other related concerns. They also engaged in various community-led
events and fully participated in many efforts designed to meet the needs of our most vulnerable
residents of the District. For instance, while observing COVID safety protocols they participated in
and assisted with: weekly food giveaways at the YMCA; National Night Out; Trunk or Treat events;
they distributed Thanksgiving food baskets to residents at the Upton Boxing Center; they held
several coat drives and giveaways; participated in Shop with a Cop; held toy drives and giveaways.

NORTHERN DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS:
25
Business
Checks
Per shift

2 hours
of foot
patrols
per shift

Senior center
Coffee
with a cop

Community Partnerships
In an effort to continuously engage with its residents, the Northern District officers conducted 25
business checks and engaged in 2 hours of foot patrol per shift; utilized social media platforms
such as Facebook to provide crime statistics and safety tips to their 7,500 followers; they hosted
Mo Gaba for an honorary induction ceremony. When Mo Gaba tragically passed away after his
struggle with cancer, the Northern District facilitated the BPD Chaplain’s outreach efforts to his
family, and provided an honor guard for his funeral. Northern District command has reached out
to several nonprofit organizations that provide services to the victims of domestic violence to
enhance the District’s ability to react to and even prevent domestic incidents. They also engaged in
various community led events and fully participated in many efforts designed to meet the needs of
our most vulnerable residents of the District such as weekly food giveaways; Shop with a Cop; and
Thanksgiving basket giveaways.
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SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS:
3 Schools
Adopted for
weekly
mentoring

200+
thanksgiving
food baskets

Janet Arce
Foundation
Food Giveaway

Community Partnerships
In an effort to continuously engage with its residents, the Southeastern District engaged in various
community-led events and fully participated in many efforts designed to meet the needs of our
most vulnerable residents of the District. For instance, while observing COVID safety protocols
they participated in and assisted with: periodic food giveaways including a Thanksgiving basket
giveaway for approximately 200 SED residents; weekly mentoring at John Ruhrah Elementary
School, Highlandtown Elementary/Middle, Patterson High School; joined Hermanos Mios to pray for
police in the city and state; the development of a “Gang and Anti-Bullying Task Force” at Patterson
High School; hosted a Valentine’s dinner for the SED Explorers; conducted home visits to keep in
touch with at risk students after the Pandemic started; coordinated a “Graduation Drive-By” for a
Patterson High Graduate; assisted in the HOLEA/3 Kings Organization’s caravan and toy giveaway;
participated in a Father/Daughter Dance for a young lady in the Community who didn’t have a father
in her life.  

SOUTHERN DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS:
Weekly
senior
Mental Health food delivery
services

thanksgiving
Food & Coat
Giveaway

Community Partnerships
In an effort to continuously engage with its residents, the Southern District engaged in various
community-led events and fully participated in many efforts designed to meet the needs of our
most vulnerable residents of the District. For instance, while observing COVID safety protocols they
participated in and assisted with: prayer gatherings in response to homicides within the Southern
District; worked with Kingdom Life Church to deliver food and other items to senior citizens and
others unable to visit the food pantry; worked with the Bradley & Nikki Bozeman Foundation to place
a community food pantry in the Southern District; created a members-only Baltimore Crime & Safety
Coalition on Facebook that allows members of the SD and invested community members to discuss
crime, post crime stats, and other issues in the community; referred residents to programs offered
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by the Transformation Center of Brooklyn such as mental health services and programs geared
toward the homeless population and children; coordinated with the Greater Baybrook Alliance
and the Anne Arundel County Police Department to develop a Violence Reduction Initiative; and
partnered with The City of Refuge Baltimore which offers many essential services such as housing,
homeless drop in, transitional housing, and street outreach.

NORTHEASTERN DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS:
40+
Virtual
Meetings

Shop
With a cop

Senior
Food delivery

Community Partnerships
In an effort to continuously engage with its residents, the Northeastern District participated in over
40 community meetings held over Zoom and 6 outdoor community meetings. Following the change
of leadership at the district, the new Major and Captain hosted a virtual meet and greet, with other
50 community members and partners. They also engaged in various community-led events and fully
participated in many efforts designed to meet the needs of our most vulnerable residents of the
District. For instance, while observing COVID safety protocols they participated in and assisted with:
multiple food giveaways and delivered food to elderly residents; a Black Lives Matter parade; they
distributed Thanksgiving food baskets to residents; Shop with a Cop; monthly Chaplains meetings; a
Santa parade in Hamilton and Lauraville; several toy drives and giveaways.

EASTERN DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS:
10+
Food Giveaway
Events

Operation Pulse
School Supply &
Tablet Giveaway

Toys For Tots
Christmas
event

Community Partnerships
In an effort to continuously engage with its residents, the Eastern District engaged in various
community-led events and fully participated in many efforts designed to meet the needs of our
most vulnerable residents of the District. For instance, while observing COVID safety protocols they
participated in and assisted with: a ground-breaking at Chase and Rutland streets; classroom time
with Kindergartners at Tench Tilgman Elementary; several book bag give-a-ways; multiple food and
clothing drives and give-aways including a food drive organized by students at Fortworthington
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Elementary/Middle Student and one organized by Shiloh Church of God; a shoe Drive; a socially
distant block party at The Clubhouse; Halloween candy distribution; Toys for Tots and Shop with a
Cop.

WESTERN DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS:
161
Abandoned
cars towed

182
Food
Distribution
Events

10+
Virtual
Meetings

Community Partnerships
In an effort to continuously engage with its residents, the Western District engaged in various
community-led events and fully participated in many efforts designed to meet the needs of our
most vulnerable residents of the District. For instance, while observing COVID safety protocols they
participated in and assisted with: over 46 conference calls and over 10 zoom calls with community
members; coordinated the removal of over 161 abandoned vehicles; addressed almost 100 service
requests made by residents; identified 57 Illegal dumping sites; participated in multiple food and
toy giveaways with the First Mount Calvary Baptist Church; engaged in an active Shooter prevention
training at The Mount Zion United Church of GOD; organized a Winter coat give-away and
participated in the Underground Railroad Christmas gift wrapping event and Shop with a Cop.

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT HIGHLIGHTS:
40,000
pounds of food
given away with
the Food Project

4 community
clean ups

Violetville
Community
graduation
Drive-by

Community Partnerships
In an effort to continuously engage with its residents, the Southwestern District engaged in various
community-led events and fully participated in many efforts designed to meet the needs of our
most vulnerable residents of the District. For instance, while observing COVID safety protocols they
participated in and assisted with the following: helped distribute over 40,000 pounds of food to
feed approximately 600 families; addressed environmental concerns raised by residents such as the
removal of abandoned vehicles, removal of bulk trash and boarded up vacant dwellings; community
safety walks; attended a meet and greet with students in grades 3-5 at Belmont Elementary school;
worked with partners to distribute supplies such as sanitizer, and food in Irvington, Carrollton Ridge,
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Morrell Park, Edmonson Village, Mill Hill and Rognel Heights; drove in graduation drive-by parades
for the graduates of the Violetville and Allendale communities; distributed over 30 fans to the
elderly living throughout the southwest district; attended the Thou Shalt Not Kill community march
in the Caton and St Joseph’s community; participated in the Children of Promise and the Allendale
community book bag giveaway event; multiple neighborhood cleanups; National Night Out; and
Shop with a Cop.
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Section 4: Community Youth Services
Division Report
BPD’s Community Youth Services Division (CYD) is responsible for
regular day to day community engagement and policing activities
including engagement activities with youth and youth serving
organizations. CYD helps establish partnerships with BPD and
the community it serves as well as partnerships with other
agencies, private businesses, schools and media. The CYD
team members regularly attend community meetings within
each district. Officers assigned to this unit coordinate and plan
community events such as crime walks, town hall meetings
and forums, and neighborhood clean-ups. They also assist
in the coordination of resources for seniors and disabled
citizens with an added focus on CO-VID 19 related resources
in 2020. These engagements are proactive opportunities to hear
about challenges in the community and address crime and disorder
collaboratively with neighborhood groups.
CYD also provides technical assistance to enable problem solving, particular around crime related
challenges that cannot be addressed by the patrol officer alone and that require the organization of
multiple stakeholders to solve. CYD is organized around four pillars: Community Policing, the Faith
Community, Re-Entry, and Explorers and Youth Matters.
Yearly total: 222 Community Meetings and 8 Town Halls

Police Explorer Program
This Police Explorer Program is designed to introduce Baltimore City High School Students to law
enforcement and public safety. The explorer program provides positive exposure to police and
law enforcement. Officers provide mentorship, guidance, structure and educational opportunities
needed to enrich their lives as they transition from youth to young adults. The Explorer program is
in three schools: Patterson Park, National Academy Foundation, and St. Frances. These programs are
conducted online via the Zoom platform during the outbreak of COVID 19.
Explorer progress –
• There were 49 police explorers in 2020
• 1 Explorer in the process to become a police officer trainee (P.O.T.)
• 1 Explorer in the process to become a Cadet
BPD is also in talks with Career Academy Alternative School and Cross Country Elementary Middle
School to start a mentoring program in a similar vein to the explorers program.
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Chaplain and Auxiliary Program
The BPD works to improve relations with the community, commanders are rapidly expanding their
chaplain corps. Our Chaplin Program is an all-volunteer group now numbers some 100 spiritual
leaders from across the city. The chaplains mediate between police and protesters, console trauma
victims, and work to maintain the morale of police officers. In 2020 The Chaplin program y Distributed food baskets to approximately 2,300 families
y Distributed 64,000 to families in the city

Community Outreach
y Partnered with Baltimore City Parks and Rec to distribute food for those in need
y Attended Elder Justice multidisciplinary teams meetings once a month
y Partnered with Mayor’s Office of Homeless Services to keep community informed of weatherrelated updates and shelter protocols.
y Attended “Year-Up” graduations through Year-Up program which is for young adults who are
ages 18-24 trying to decide what the next steps in life should be.
y Attended “Squeegee Project” meetings hosted by Turnaround Tuesday
y Organized and facilitated a meeting with BPD Community/Youth Services, BPD Northern
District Officers, Medstar Health, and Safe Streets (Woodbourne McCabe) to build a better
collaboration.
y Attended “Policing Inside Out” course with Morgan/Coppin/Howard students, Community
Members and Sworn Officers from Maryland.
y Attended National Alliance for Mental Illness (Faith Leaders) breakfast meetings

LGBTQ Liaison
The Liaison Officer is responsible for:
y Working closely with the LGBTQ community on a variety of community-related events and
issues
y Attending the LGBTQ Advisory Council Meetings
y Responding to all “Safe Place BPD” website requests and inquiries
y Monitoring all LGBTQ-related crime statistics and responses
In 2020, the LGBTQ liaison also:
y Attended 24 zoom meeting for the community
y Attended 1 Town Hall meeting
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Re-Entry Program
Since 2015, the BPD’s Reentry Program has created partnerships with service providers, local, state,
and federal agencies. The mission is to reduce recidivism rates in Baltimore City by providing case
management and connecting returning citizens to service providers. The Re-Entry program also
works to collaborate with community organizations, and businesses to improve the lives of offenders
and returning citizens (youth and adult), along with their families, who are transitioning from
incarceration into productive members of the community. In addition to providing general reentry
services with our referral program.
Here are highlights from the Reentry Program in 2020:
y Two roundtables that involved two Circuit Court Judges and ten different community partners.
y Three community job outreach events
y 27 Participants in the BPD Re-entry Program for Collateral Court
BPD currently collaborates with the Department of Public Works, Midtown Baltimore, the National
Center on Institutions and Alternatives, and Turn Around Tuesday for training and employment
support and well as Baltimore Area Community Health Services for mental health service support.
COVID-19 and staffing challenges has impacted programming. Despite a challenging year, CYD has
successfully engaged thousands of residents and supported community members through various
COVID-19 relief efforts.
Goals for 2021 include:
y Working with the Training Academy to create a robust Chaplin and Auxiliary Program in order
to train community chaplains on relevant updates on policy and training materials and on
board incoming chaplains into the department’s program
y Seeking funding opportunities for our Re-Entry Program in order to ensure staffing levels are
maintained in order to serve returning citizens
y Expanding the Safe Place program to businesses in more marginalized communities in order to
more holistically serve LGBTQ community members
y Expand the CYD unit in order to provide increased and quality engagement and policing
services to youth and the community, and to meet the Community Policing requirements of
the consent decree
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Section 5: Opportunities for Improvement
Community Policing Training
BPD is developing a new curriculum to train sworn members of all ranks annually in effective
community policing. In 2021, officers, supervisors, managers, and executives will be provided with
two days of Community Policing Training which is an increase from the one-day training
required in the Consent Decree. This training will cover topics such as:
• Scenario-based training that promotes the development and
strengthening of partnerships between the police and community;
• Leadership, ethics, and interpersonal skills
• Problem-oriented policing
• Principles and goals of Procedural Justice
• Cultural awareness training, including history and culture of
Baltimore’s communities
• Creating opportunities for positive interactions with, among
others, Youth, LGBT, homeless, and mental health organizations
and communities
• Scenario-based training that promotes the development and
strengthening of partnerships
The training will be an annual in-service experience for all BPD members.

Community Policing Data
Given the Department has never had a Community Policing Plan in the past, the Department also
did not have a standardized approach to collecting data regarding community policing. In turn,
comprehensive and accurate data around community policing is not currently available from the
Department at this time. Data collected for this report was sourced from hand-written reports and
logs by BPD staff. As a result, the data is not standardized and varied by district. BPD recognizes
this lack and created a community engagement SharePoint site to capture community engagement
efforts throughout the districts. While this represented a step forward, BPD is working to significantly
improve its community policing data collection alongside the implementation of its first-ever
Community Policing Plan. The Department is currently overhauling its approach to community
policing data collection to be more comprehensive and meaningful for both internal management
and reporting to the public. BPD is currently collaborating with the Monitoring Team and the
Department of Justice on a new Community Policing Form, which would track formal engagements
and problem solving activities, in greater depth.
As stated in previous sections of this report, BPD is working towards more comprehensive
community policing data reporting and management overall, through the implementation of new
CAD signals and to efficiently document community policing activities by time, place, and duration
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of foot patrols, business checks, directed patrols, and formal community engagements. These more
specific CAD signals allow BPD to track these activities efficiently without requiring a written report
for each of these regularly recurring activities. BPD can map and quantify these activities across
the city, broken down by district for analysis. CAD signals can also be used to track outputs for
Neighborhood Policing Plans and problem-oriented policing projects.

Community Training Review Committee
BPD is looking to make improvements to the Community Training Review Committee including
but not limited to frequency of meetings, areas/topics of training discussed, and the level of
collaboration between BPD and members. We hope to hear from members in 2021 and begin to
implement improvements collaboratively throughout the year.

Staffing and Assignments
BPD is prioritizing community policing by committing to fully staffing of officers assigned to sector
patrol. BPD is striving to meet the recommendations the 2020 Staffing Report which includes
a workload analysis that would provide adequate officer time to spend 60% of their time on
community generated calls for service and 40% of their time on community outreach, proactive
enforcement and problem-solving.
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